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 1. Summary

This document supports the application for installation of a micro hydropower system at The Old

Silk Mill, Blockley, Gloucestershire. The scheme will use an existing flow available to a wheelpit at

a former watermill. 

Following pre-consultation with the Environment Agency, an application is  being submitted for

an impoundment  license.  This  document  provide  details  of  the  site,  the  conditions  and the

proposals.

The hydrology data has been updated since the pre-consultation stage to incorporate additional

flow measurements. These have been matched with equivalent probability excellence values of

flow measured at the nearest gauging station and a flow duration curve produced.

The site has been surveyed for white clawed crayfish and an assessment made of other ecology

and habitats. 

Principle characteristics of the proposed scheme are as follows:

Intake at : SP 16841 35231

Flow returned at : SP 16841 35231 

Estimated mean flow for Blockley Brook at this location : 0.212 m³/s

Estimated Q95 flow at this location : 0.072 m³/s 

Water body classification 2016 : Poor

Abstraction Sensitivity Band : High (ASB3)

Proposed ‘Hands Off’ Flow : 0.010 m³/s 

Intake type : Open Flume

Turbine type  : Overshot waterwheel

Design flow :  0.200 m³/s

Design flow as proportion of mean flow : 94%

HEP Operating time at Q design : 25 %

HEP Operating time  at Q variable : 75 %

HEP time at Q shutdown : 0 %

Gross head  : 2.3 m

Depleted river length : 0 m

Design Power : 2.5 kW

Typical Annual Energy Generation : 13.4 MWh

CO2 Emissions saving p.a. : 7 tonnes (@ 0.527 kg/kWh)

Potential benefits of the scheme include the following:

• Renewable energy generation utilising existing infrastructure

• Improvements to local energy resilience and reduction in dependence on grid electricity

• Improved by-wash arrangement downstream via overshot waterwheel
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The Old  Silk  Mill  is  located in  the  village of  Blockley  in  Gloucestershire.  Blockley  Brook is  a

tributary of the River Stour. The mill infrastructure includes a wheelpit and tailrace tunnel. There

is also a mill pond with overflow and sluice discharging to a culvert leading beneath Draycott

Road. The proposed scheme involves installation of an overshot waterwheel into the wheel pit.

This will be connected with a gearbox and generator for electricity production.

Currently flows are split between the wheelpit and the mill pond sluice. Following installation,

the majority will be diverted to the wheel pit via a fixed notch with a flume and returned to the

brook via the existing tailrace culvert.  A small  flow will  be maintained to the road culvert  to

ensure flow continuity in both channels.

Figure 2: Wheel pit area (above during

survey) and (left)
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Figure 3: Wheel pit entrance, tailrace tunnel and mill pond alongside

Figure 4: Mill pond sluice (undershot) with hand wheel to operate
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Figure 5: Mill pond

sluice open during

wheel pit survey

and  in culvert

beneath Draycott

Road. 
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 3. Water Framework Directive Assessment

 3.1 Water flow rates

Methods of flow characterisation include direct measurement and site correlation with gauging

station data

The flow variation is represented as a flow duration curve. This shows the probability (percentage

of time) which a particular flow rate is likely to be exceeded in any given year. For example, the

flow rate with a probability of Q10 would only be equalled or exceeded for 10 % of the time and

therefore represents a higher than average value. Average flow rates are typically between Q30

and Q40 for UK rivers. Q95 is a measure of the base flow i.e. the flow rate expected during drier

months which is equalled or exceeded 95% of the time. The flow rates are expressed in litres per

second or metres cubed per second (1,000 l/s = 1.0 m³/s).

 3.2 Flow analysis

In  this  report,  a  rainfall  catchment  area  was  determined  using  a  shape  file  derived  from

Catchments UK software. Lowflows 2 software was then used to model flow characteristics. Daily

Mean Flow data was obtained from the nearest gauging station which is downstream at Shipston

on the River Stour (54106 Stour at Shipston). An estimate of site flow rates was made during the

survey  visit  and  on  several  occasions  subsequently.  These  were  compared  with  the

corresponding gauging station flow rates using the Hydrology API and probability exceedence

values derived from the long term data set. From this an approximate flow duration curve for the

site was developed.

 3.2.1 Gauging station reference flows

The location of the site on the Blockley Brook in relation to the gauging station is shown below

with and example of the live flow gauging feed available via the Hydrology API

Figure 6: Gauging station position in relation to Blockley
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Figure 7: Gauging station flows on Survey Date (Environment Agency Hydrology API)

Table 1: Flow duration curve for Shipston Gauging station (DMF data 01.01.2005 to 30.09.2018)

 3.2.2 Site flow measurements and correlation with gauging station

A rectangular board was fitted at the entrance to the wheel pit to enable flow measurement to

be derived from water level at the crest. Measurements of height, h over the crest were taken a

short distance upstream to ensure accuracy.

The gauging station data for the same dates (or just after) was checked using the Environment

Agency Hydrology API .These were then matched to probability exceedence values derived from

historical  data   (01.01.2005  to  30.09.2018).  Plotting  the  site  measurements  against  these

probability values give the graph shown in 
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Table 2: Example measurement from rectangular weir installed at wheel pit entrance

The trend-line for this relationship was then used to derive a more complete flow duration curve

which is shown below.

For comparison, the mean flow at the gauging station (1.607m³/s based on the above records)

occurs at Q24.4. The estimated mean flow at the site is 212 litres per second (0.21 m³/s)
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 3.3 HEP design conditions

The hydropower guidance for design conditions provided by the Environment Agency (Guidance

for Run of River Hydropower Development 2016) has been consulted and the Table C shown

below is referenced. This is appropriate if the following can be demonstrated:

1. Not prevent the achievement of Water Framework Directive objectives at water body level;

2. Maintain or improve fisheries and fish passage;

3. Not have unacceptable impacts on protected sites or species;

4. Not have unacceptable impacts on the rights of other water users, including anglers.

Table 3: HEP design flows Table C (Environment Agency 2016)

 3.3.1 Design Flow

A design flow rate of 0.200 m³/s has been selected. A site mean flow of 0.212 m³/s is predicted

by the hydrology study. A summary of hydropower design parameters and system modelling is

provided in Appendices on Page 16 

 3.3.2 Hands-Off Flow

The site falls into the category of a watercourse with high base flow as the Q95 value is estimated

to be above 20% of the mean flow.  It has not yet been possible to determine accurate Q95 value

however the indications from modelling to date indicate that this is likely to be above 50 litres

per second and current modelling suggests 72 litres per second.

A departure from the Hands off Flow given in Table C is proposed to reduce the bypass flow to 10

litres per second. The justification for this is as follows:

1. The base flow is currently via the wheel pit with the mill pond sluice gate used to discharge

higher flows and to provide an overflow cill to prevent the pond banks from over-topping. The

proposal therefore is impoundments only as no deprived reach will be created.
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2.  The  overshot  waterwheel  would  provide  a  means  of  downstream  passage  for  ecology

upstream of the site. This would be an improvement compared with the existing arrangement

where there is a vertical fall of approximately 2 metres into shallow water.

3. The flows from the bypass sluice are directed under Draycott road via a culvert. This area will

remain flooded due to the shallow gradient of the stream. The water depth in the culvert with

the flow from the sluice isolated was approximately 150 mm during the survey (see Photographs

Figure 5). A flow rate of 10 litres per second is proposed which will ensure that any habitat is

maintained.

4. The mill pond will still receive oxygenated flows from the incoming stream so that the habitat

here is maintained.  The habitat study conducted did not identify the presence of any protected

species in this environment.

5. The waterwheel will make use of the additional flow to generate renewable electricity.

A nominal hands-off flow of 10 litres per second is proposed which would bypass the installation

via a notch in the sluice at the end of the mill pond. The purpose of this would be to provide a

flow to the culvert beneath Draycott Road. 

 3.3.3 Protection of flow variability

Excess flow would overspill the millpond sluice. No additional flow splits are proposed.

 3.4 Flow monitoring

Installation of a hydropower system would provide a reliable flow monitoring system. However

flow monitoring should not be necessary as the installation will be considered an impoundment

only.

 3.5 Fish Protection Screening

No fish screening is envisaged as overshot waterwheels without an inlet sluice are not deemed

harmful to fish. Fish (if present) can pass safely over the wheel.

 3.6 Fish and Eel Passage

The presence of eels is unlikely due to the position of the watercourse at the upper end of the

rainfall  catchment  of  the  River Stour  and at  least  62  miles  /  100 km from the tidal  limit  at

Tewkesbury. No fish were observed during the survey in the mill pond despite clear conditions.

Fish,  if  present  could  pass  safely  downstream via  the waterwheel  buckets.  There is  no easy

provision for upstream passage or creating a pass at this site. However the proposals will not

result in reduction of fish passage.

 3.7 Rights of other water users

Other  water  uses  will  not  be affected by  the proposals  which is  wholly  enclosed within the

applicants area of ownership. There are no abstraction licenses which would be affected by the

proposals. No fishing rights would be compromised by the proposals

 3.8 Geomorphology

The banks and culverts which form the channel and bed at the site are artificial. Water levels

would  be  maintained  at  their  current  position  both  upstream  and  downstream  with  the

exception of possibly higher average flow rates via the wheel pit tailrace culvert rather than the

culvert beneath Draycott Road. No geomorphology changes are therefore anticipated.
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 3.9 Statutory Designations

A  search  of  designations  across  government  departments  which  could  affect  the  plans  was

undertaken (http://magic.defra.gov.uk/). No specific designation which could adversely affect the

proposals were identified. The site falls within the following designated areas:

Higher Level Stewardship Target Areas (England) 

Published by: Natural England Last updated: 22 May 2015 

A set of targeting maps to increase the environmental benefits delivered through Higher Level

Stewardship.  This data aims to help secure the most appropriate management in geographic

areas where environmental outcomes are likely to be greatest. The targeting is first systematic

joining together of information on biodiversity, landscape, natural resource protection, public

access and historic interests.

Groundwater Vulnerability: Medium to High Risk

The Groundwater Vulnerability Maps (2017) show the vulnerability of groundwater to a pollutant

discharged  at  ground  level  based  on  the  hydrological,  geological,  hydrogeological  and  soil

properties within a single square kilometre.

Species

The site also falls within a targeted area for addressing Lapwig habitat under species protection

 3.10 Water Body Assessment

Water  body  definitions  for  this  stretch  of  the  River  Avon  Catchment  and  Water  body

classifications have been identified using the the Catchment Data Explorer Tool.

The ecological status classifications have been maintained as ‘Poor’ over the record period. The

Blockley Brook is a tributary of the River Stour and then the River Avon. It reaches the tidal limit

on the River Severn at Tewkesbury.

The watercourse quality was last catagorised as ‘Poor’ in 2015 and 2016 due to negative effects

cited  from  the  water  industry  and  agriculture  including  sewage  discharge,  surface  water

abstraction and poor livestock management.
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Figure 8: Catchment Data Explorer tools for Blockley Brook

Figure 9: Catchment Data Explorer tools for Blockley Brook
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 4. Appendices

 4.1 Hydropower operation modelling

 4.2 Draft layout drawings

Attached separately:

HM 414 Wheelpit plan A.20a A 1:25 A3

HM 414 Wheelpit section A.20b A 1:25 A3

 4.3 Ecological Appraisal – The Environmental Dimension Partnership Ltd

Attached separately:

HM414 edp6771_r001-A-Ecological Appraisal.pdf
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4.1 Hydropower operation modelling

Figure 10: Design Summary
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Figure 11: Operation Details : Graphs
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Figure 12: Operational Details: Summary Data Table
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